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Tilting and Swiveling Vice

Description

Tilting and Swiveling Vice 

Description:- 

We bring forth to our clients a commendable array of Tilting and Swiveling Vice.  

Moreover, quality controllers at our end make sure to offer these products after quality checks to
ensure a defect free range at the patrons ends within the stipulated time frame. 

This range is extremely proficient in making our customer's satisfaction level to the highest by offering
a peerless quality array.  

In addition to this, our vice's are anti-corrosive and anti-abrasion that are accredited for their set
working patterns that are serrated on the top of the surface.  

Feature:- 

Positive locking to withstand heavy loads 

Horizontal swivel movement 360°, vertical swivel movement 90°  

One vertical two horizontal 'V' grooves are provided in hardened and ground jaws 

Quick alignment to machine tables using a longitudinal slot 

Fine acme thread screw made out of special steel 
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Crank handle is made of unbreakable steel provided with a spring-loaded mechanism 

Specification:- 

Size in Inches 3 4 6 8 

Width of Jaws in mm 75 100 150 200 

Opening of Jaws in mm 75 100 150 200 

Depth of Jaws in mm 35 38 50 60 

Length overall in mm 270 340 485 635 

Height overall in mm 135 150 195 230 

Tenon slot Size in mm 13 16 20 20 

Weight (Approx) in kgs. 8 18 42 76 
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